
From: Kendall Cogan
To: Dock, Joel
Cc: Brown, Jeffrey E; Chris Crumpton; Kyle Galloway; Pleasant Apple LLC
Subject: Fwd: 20-zone-0017: Pirouette PRD to R6
Date: Monday, May 24, 2021 6:58:04 AM

CAUTION: This email came from outside of Louisville Metro. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe

Please see the email communication between Treeline’s engineer, Chris Crumpton, expressing 
opposition to 20zone-0017 Pirouette PRD to R6 and stub waiver. Same was communicated to 
applicant. Treeline would like to set call and understand how the following occurred during 
3.5 hour PC hearing May 10th…

1) Treeline opposition to stub waiver never mentioned by Staff, Public Works or Applicant

2) Treeline’s PRD Townhouse plan 20zone-0027 was never mentioned by Staff, Public Works 
or Applicant

3) In a 3.5 hour PC hearing there was never any mention by Staff, Public Works or Applicant 
of ongoing communication with Treeline

4) How is a vote to approve stub waiver possible while knowingly causing irreparable damage 
to Treeline’s 1.7 acre property and proposed PRD townhome plan 20zone-0027 (or Pirouette 
II)

Treeline team was surprised and disappointed at how Mat 10th PC hearing was handled. We 
would like first opportunity to set call and better understand what happened and how this can 
be avoided in future.

Please let us know when you’d be available for such a call.

Thanks,   

Kendall Cogan
305-776-4008
Kendall@KendallCogan.com

Chris Crumpton, P.E.
BlueStone Engineers, PLLC
502-292-9288
 
 

From: Chris Crumpton 
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Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 10:53 AM
To: Dock, Joel <Joel.Dock@louisvilleky.gov>
Subject: RE: 20-zone-0017: Pirouette PRD to R6
 
We would prefer the same location as shown on the previous PRD plan.  A private 
access easement is fine as long as it’s ok with public works.
 
Chris Crumpton, P.E.
BlueStone Engineers, PLLC
502-292-9288
 
 

From: Dock, Joel <Joel.Dock@louisvilleky.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 9:01 AM
To: Chris Crumpton <chris@bluestoneengineers.com>
Cc: Brown, Jeffrey E <Jeffrey.Brown@louisvilleky.gov>
Subject: RE: 20-zone-0017: Pirouette PRD to R6
 
 

Chris,
The applicant has requested to waive the stub connection. This is not a waiver that 
staff will be able to support given the access limitations for your property with respect 
to pump station and easements.
 
Is there a preferred location for the connection or type of connection that your client 
would find suitable? Is  a private access easement sufficient?
 
Joel P. Dock, AICP
Planner II
Planning & Design Services
502-574-5860
 

From: Chris Crumpton <chris@bluestoneengineers.com> 
Sent: Thursday, April 8, 2021 8:23 AM
To: Dock, Joel <Joel.Dock@louisvilleky.gov>
Cc: Brown, Jeffrey E <Jeffrey.Brown@louisvilleky.gov>
Subject: 20-zone-0017: Pirouette PRD to R6
 

CAUTION: This email came from outside of Louisville Metro. Do not 
click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and 
know the content is safe
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Guys, just wanted to throw out prior to the LD&T hearing that the owner at 423 
Ecchape Lane for 20-zonepa-0027 (Pirouette Phase II Townhomes) is opposed to the 
new plan since the developer has “eliminated” the stub shown (and required) to their 
property for access.  Can we make sure that stub connection is put back in (required)?
 
Chris Crumpton, P.E.

3703 Taylorsville Road, Suite 205, Louisville, Kentucky 40220
502-298-2272 Main | 502-292-9288 Mobile
chris@bluestoneengineers.com | www.bluestoneengineers.com  
 
 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is 
intended solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are 
not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or 
taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and 
may be unlawful.

mailto:chris@bluestoneengineers.com
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From: Kendall Cogan
To: Dock, Joel
Cc: Brown, Jeffrey E; Chris Crumpton; Kyle Galloway; Pleasant Apple LLC
Subject: Treeline opposes 20zone-0017 Pirouette PRD to R6 & waiver...
Date: Monday, May 24, 2021 6:33:40 AM

CAUTION: This email came from outside of Louisville Metro. Do not click links or open attachments 
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe

Morning Joel,

Treeline LLC opposes 20zone-0017 Pirouette zone change from PRD to R6 and stub waiver. 

Increasing zone change from PRD and altering previously-approved stub connection 
irreparably harms Treeline LLC’s property. 

Treeline is prepared to provide greater detail outlining their opposition and will present at the 
May 27th LD&T hearing.

Treeline LLC owner (20-zone-0027) would also like to request a conference call to explain 
what happened (or didn’t happen) during May 10th evening PC hearing for 20-zone-0017 
Pirouette PRD to R6. Treeline LLC team was unable to attend meeting but have since 
reviewed video and were extremely surprised and dismayed. Treeline provided email 
communication to Joel and Jeff Brown during weeks preceding May 10th PC hearing stating 
Treeline’s opposition. Chris Crumpton expressed Treeline’s opposition in those emails. 
Treeline LLC provided their initial PRD Townhouse layout to Metro Monday February 17, 
2020. Treeline followed Metro’s lead after approving Corcoran’s PRD. Treeline worked past 
year to address Metro comments including a number of emails to/from Joel & Jeff Brown. 
Treeline feels PRD Corcoran originally proposed (subsequently approved) was best fit. We 
took Treeline's 1.7 acre parcel and crafted something that complemented Corcoran’s PRD yet 
provided a much-needed alternative of single family smaller townhomes. We worked our 
layout around existing/approved stub. Several commissioners noted in May 10th hearing how 
nice a small townhome concept would fit on Treeline’s parcel. It’s baffling why no 
commissioners were informed of Treeline’s plan, opposition to applicant’s waiver request or 
even that we were in regular contact with Metro?

Treeline is having a difficult time understanding how following occurred during May 10th PC 
hearing…

1) How through entire 3.5 hour hearing did Treeline’s opposition to Corcoran’s stub waiver 
never get mentioned by staff or Public Works?

2) Major portion of this hearing involved stub to Treeline yet staff nor Public Works ever 
mentioned communicating with Treeline or its opposition?

3) Applicant never acknowledged Treeline’s opposition to stub waiver, Treeline’s proposed 
townhomes, numerous emails/calls between us/them, or any knowledge of Treeline 
whatsoever? Our team feels applicant had obligation to communicate same to commissioners. 
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At 58 minute and 28 seconds into hearing the below screen capture was taken from Corcoran’s 
slide deck showing Treeline’s (old) PreApp site plan for Townhomes. Presenter immediately 
clicked off this slide as though applicant did not want it mentioned unless required. This seems 
very odd to have Treeline's plan in a presentation slide deck yet never mention it or ongoing 
communication between the parties?   

4) A number of commissioners were left with impression Treeline was somehow unreachable 
or “not in touch” with Metro or Corcoran. Why would staff not provide commissioners and 
neighbors with pertinent info about Treeline’s project, their opposition and communication 
leading up to May 10th hearing? 

5) Numerous times commissioners questioned what would happen to 1.7 acre Treeline parcel 
if applicants stub waiver was approved. Staff and Public Works responses were 
clear...allowing applicant’s stub waiver would eliminate any chance for Treeline obtaining 
approval for proposed townhomes. Thus rendering Treeline's 1.7 acres practically useless. Yet 
Jeff Brown (Public Works) voted in favor. How is this possible or justified given Treeline’s 
opposition to waiver and active PRD townhome plan of our own? MSD made it clear they 
prefer Treeline be provided proper road connectivity through Corcoran property so Echappe 
Lane entrance would not be used.

Please provide earliest time we are able to conduct conference call to understand what 
happened here and next steps.   

Below are notable excerpts from the May 10th PC hearing. Note: Limited info provided 
commissioners is troubling. 

2:46.27 Patty Clare “ vacant property (Treeline LLC) is not developable if (Corcoran) waiver 
is approved“

2:47.20 Rich Carlson “removing PRD (in Corcoran proposed zone change) & going to R6 
eliminates best alternative housing...townhomes”

2:54.28 Ruth Daniels “Don’t agree with road stubs leading to nowhere” 

2:55.40 Jim Mimms “you must give developer (Treeline LLC) a legit way in there”

2:57.30 Jeff Brown “it (proposed private access) won’t look like a road“

2:58.52 Lula Howard “will they (Treeline LLC) be landlocked?”

2:59 Joel Dock “it will be extremely difficult to access (Treeline LLC property)if waiver 
approved“

3:00.47 Marilyn Lewis “we don’t know who owns that (Treeline LLC) property?”

3:00.57 Joel Dock “we have an owner for vacant (Treeline LLC) property”

3:02.14 Jeff Brown “ unlikely this (Treeline LLC) owner would get approval to further 
subdivide or change zoning on his parcel if this waiver was approved“



3:02.43 Jim Mims “ with proper road and clean access this (Treeline LLC vacant land) would 
be nice place to build attached single-family townhomes”

3:03 Joel Dock “ planning and design services staff did receive pre-app zoning change (from 
Treeline LLC) sometime ago but since has gone INACTIVE“

3:15 Lula Howard is unclear regarding differences between applicant’s proposed stub waiver 
(access agreement) and a formal (legit) road stub. This should have been explained in much 
greater detail by applicant, case manager, or public works.

Kendall Cogan
305-776-4008
Kendall@KendallCogan.com
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From: Alex Mobley
To: Dock, Joel
Subject: Zone change for treeline neighborhood
Date: Thursday, March 11, 2021 8:03:59 AM

CAUTION: This email came from outside of Louisville Metro. Do not click links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe

Hello Joel,

My name is Alex Mobley and I live in treeline estates. I actually live on sissone and will be
one of the houses that will have the apartments directly behind my house. I wanted to reach
out and say that I oppose this change and the detriment it would be to our quiet neighborhood.
I have two small children that will be effected negatively with these apartments losing the
nature that is back there. The apartments close to our neighborhood are already a problem.
With a shooting that happened recently at one. More apartments will be more problems for us.
I understand that this will probably have little effect on the decision to pass this but I would
not feel right not speaking out against this. My hope is that this might help my family and my
neighborhood to not have to deal with more crime. I hope you have a great day and thanks for
taking the time to read my message. 

mailto:alexmobley87@gmail.com
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From: Dock, Joel
To: jeanie56ky@aol.com
Cc: Stuber, Elizabeth W.
Subject: RE: 20-ZONEPA-0100
Date: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 9:08:00 AM

Debbie,
My apologies for not getting back to you. I will provide your comments to the applicant and Planning
Commission. With respect to the production of a traffic study for this project, a new traffic study
would not be warranted for the proposed development as it would generate less than 200 peak hour
trip. This means that no more than 200 vehicle trips will occur during any given hour from the
development site. Trip generation numbers (not a full traffic study) were evaluated to determine
whether a stop sign may be warranted at certain locations (Glissade/Pirouette) but those numbers
also did not warrant a stop sign being needed per Metro Traffic Division. Traffic studies are
completed on a case by case basis and as needed to determine the specifics of roadway
improvements. Our office has determined that 1.) a traffic study is not required; and 2.) no
improvements appear necessary on public roadways based on the proposal. This does not mean that
“traffic” as you live it is not impactful but that the level of traffic does not warrant additional analysis
by this developer.
 
 
Joel P. Dock, AICP
Planner II
Planning & Design Services
502-574-5860
 
From: jeanie56ky@aol.com <jeanie56ky@aol.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 1:08 AM
To: Dock, Joel <Joel.Dock@louisvilleky.gov>
Subject: RE: 20-ZONEPA-0100
 

CAUTION: This email came from outside of Louisville Metro. Do not click links
or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is
safe

 

Joel, after the last meeting on April 8th. My husband  Harold talked with you on the traffic study
report. You said one was given by I believe Jeff Brown. It was a study for 2007. That study was done
because our Neighborhood Association asking for one. The homes and Apartments on Brown Austin
was building and Pirouette was being used as a cut thru. We think a new study needs to be done on
this zoning issue. It's  been 14 years and the subdivision on Brown Austin has been completed.  And
more apartment buildings have been finished. I called the Monday April 12th. and left you a
message on what we need to do to get another study done. I haven't  recieved a call back. I called
311 and was able to file for a traffic study. It may not be done before the May 10th meeting. Can the
planning and zoning have it done in time for the meeting?  Many neighbors are in agreement that

mailto:Joel.Dock@louisvilleky.gov
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there needs to be an updated study and wouldn't be right to make a decision on a 14 year old study..
If you have any thoughts on what we need to do.. Thanks
Debbie Davis

Sent from the all new AOL app for Android
 

On Wed, Nov 18, 2020 at 10:08 AM, Dock, Joel
<Joel.Dock@louisvilleky.gov> wrote:

 

Planning and design staff does not attend neighborhood meetings. Often, a legislative aid or
council person might attend. The applicant is required to provide a list of participants, a video of
the meeting, and transcript/summary of the meeting once the application is formally filed. Staff
reviews those documents as part of its review.

 

A traffic study is not necessarily required. However, transportation plan reviewer/public works
made the following comment:

 

1. Please provide trip generation numbers.  Metro would like to study the intersection of
Pirouette Ave and Glissade Ave.  It may meet warrants for a four way stop.

 

JCPS has access to view all material submittal, including plans. Our office does not coordinate
directly with JCPS.

 

All correspondence are part of the public record.

 

Comments will no longer be accepted after the public hearing, if the application proceeds to this
point.

 

The public hearing is likely to be virtual. In-person meeting are not being conducted due to the
public health crises.

 

 

Joel P. Dock, AICP

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/kdzZCNkKX4fJzPD6FmCfje?domain=play.google.com
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Planner II

Planning & Design Services

502-574-5860

 

From: Harold Davis <harrydavis38@gmail.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2020 11:32 AM
To: Dock, Joel <Joel.Dock@louisvilleky.gov>
Cc: Debbie Davis <jeanie56ky@aol.com>
Subject: 20-ZONEPA-0100

 

CAUTION: This email came from outside of Louisville Metro. Do not click
links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the
content is safe

 

Did anyone from Metro Gov "attend" the virtual Neighborhood Meeting Nov. 9 2020?  We didn't
see anyone's name other than Nick Pregliasco that weren't neighbors.  Some how people that
are observing the meeting at the leaders location without being "logged on line" don't show up
to us out in the world.  Example ..Mr. Corcoran was on camera but not logged in as himself.  Also,
people appeared as Caller 01, Caller 02, Caller 03 but we don't know everyone who attended the
meeting.  

 

If your office didn't attend, how do you see/get neighborhood comments and concerns to
include? Do the neighborhood issues get presented to Public Hearing?

 

How do we enter signed "Petition Opposing Zoning Change" to your office for inclusion in the
review package for thePublic Hearing?

 

Is a new traffic study being done since developer now plans much more traffic than the PRD
zoning.  The 136 apartment units is nearly doubling the existing 156 homes in Treeline Estates.
(87% increase in housing units).  Developer Corcoran says he is proposing 201 parking spaces but
that he could be allowed 272 spaces....so how many vehicles and trips in/out of Pirouette Ave will
there be.  
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Ky highway people may need to build a roundabout at Pirouette Ave and Newcut Rd.  At very
least there will need to be left turn lane to Pirouette Ave from Newcut Rd and right and left turn
lanes exiting Pirouette Ave onto Newcut Rd.

 

Is JCPS involved in the planning stage since there are two school bus stops in the traffic flow out
of Treeline Estates?...

 One is on Glissade at Pirouette  and one on Pirouette at Ecchappe.

 

Will this email become part of the package revied by Zoning Board members at Public Hearing?  

 

Is there a cutoff day for submitting additional questions and comments by regular mail?     by
email?    In order to be included for review in the Public Hearing.

 

Is the Public Hearing likely to be a Virtual Meeting? 

 

Thanks for your consideration.

 

Harold and Debra Davis

9319 Sissone Dr, Fairdale, KY 40118

 

502-435-8907  Harold

502-435-5364  Debra

 

 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended
solely for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient,
you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of
the contents of this information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
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